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It is well established that a lack of social support constitutes a major
risk factor for morbidity and mortality, comparable to risk factors
such as smoking, obesity, and high blood pressure. Although it has
been hypothesized that social support may benefit health by reducing
physiological reactivity to stressors, the mechanisms underlying this
process remain unclear. Moreover, to date, no studies have investigated
the neurocognitive mechanisms that translate experiences of social
support into the health outcomes that follow. To investigate these
processes, thirty participants completed three tasks in which daily
social support, neurocognitive reactivity to a social stressor, and
neuroendocrine responses to a social stressor were assessed. Individuals who interacted regularly with supportive individuals across a 10day period showed diminished cortisol reactivity to a social stressor.
Moreover, greater social support and diminished cortisol responses
were associated with diminished activity in the dorsal anterior
cingulate cortex (dACC) and Brodmann’s area (BA) 8, regions
previously associated with the distress of social separation. Lastly,
individual differences in dACC and BA 8 reactivity mediated the
relationship between high daily social support and low cortisol
reactivity, such that supported individuals showed reduced neurocognitive reactivity to social stressors, which in turn was associated with
reduced neuroendocrine stress responses. This study is the first to
investigate the neural underpinnings of the social support-health
relationship and provides evidence that social support may ultimately
benefit health by diminishing neural and physiological reactivity to
social stressors.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Introduction
Animal and human research has consistently demonstrated that
supportive social contact enhances physical health while a lack
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thereof increases the risk of morbidity and mortality. Indeed, an
absence of social relationships constitutes a major risk factor for
mortality, comparable to other risk factors such as smoking, obesity,
and high blood pressure (House et al., 1988). For example, in a study
investigating the impact of social relationships on longevity,
individuals with fewer social ties were 2–3 times more likely to
die during a 9-year assessment period (Berkman and Syme, 1979).
Despite the robust relationship between social support and
health, the mechanisms underlying this relationship remain
unknown and the neurocognitive mechanisms, in particular, have
been largely unexplored in humans. One hypothesis, which has
garnered some support, is that social support reduces physiological
stress reactivity to threatening situations, which, over time, can have
deleterious health consequences (Uchino et al., 1996). The body
responds to stressors, in part, by activating the hypothalamic–
pituitary–adrenocortical (HPA) axis, which results in the release of
cortisol, a neuroendocrine stress hormone that acts to mobilize
energy resources. Although adaptive in the short-run, continuous
activation of the HPA axis can be harmful to health (McEwen, 1998).
Among other costs, cortisol has immunosuppressive effects,
increasing vulnerability to infection and infectious diseases (Ader
et al., 1991).
Although much of the work on stress reactivity has focused on
the role of the HPA axis in inducing physiological stress responses,
other neural regions are likely to play a role in modulating stress
reactivity as a function of social support. As proposed by Cohen
and Wills (1985), social support may modulate stress reactivity at
two different point in the chain of events that lead from potential
stressors to physiological stress responses. First, social support
may alter the appraisal or perception of potentially threatening
conditions such that they are no longer perceived as stressful. Thus,
feeling supported and cared for may lead an individual to be less
likely to appraise certain conditions as threatening, thus preventing
the onset of physiological stress reactivity. To the extent that social
support downregulates threat-related reactivity, social support may
be associated with less activity in limbic structures that are
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typically involved in responding to negative or threatening
experiences, such as the amygdala, insula, or anterior cingulate
cortex (ACC).
The amygdala responds to dangerous or threatening stimuli
(Davis, 2001) and has robust connections with the paraventricular
nucleus (PVN) of the hypothalamus (Risold et al., 1997; Saphier
and Feldman, 1986), which triggers the eventual release of cortisol,
implicating the amygdala in the facilitation of physiological stress
responses. The insula is thought to be involved in processing
visceral sensation (Aziz et al., 2000; Cechetto and Saper, 1987) as
well as negative affective states, such as disgust (Phan et al., 2004;
Phillips et al., 1997). The insular cortex also has projections to the
central nucleus of the amygdala and lateral hypothalamus and thus
may play a role in the physiological responses that accompany
emotional experience (Davidson and Irwin, 1999). Likewise, the
ACC, depending on the location of activity, is involved in both
affective experience and stress-related physiological responses.
The dorsal portion of the ACC (dACC) has been shown to be
involved in the distressing experience associated with physical
pain (Rainville et al., 1997), social exclusion (Eisenberger et al.,
2003), anxiety (Kimbrell et al., 1999; Wang et al., 2005), and
perceived stress (Wang et al., 2005). The subgenual portion of the
ACC (subACC) has been shown to be involved in the experience
of sadness and is altered in individuals with depression (Mayberg
et al., 1999; Phan et al., 2002). Although the subACC is more
densely interconnected with regions of the PVN (Ongur et al.,
1998), electrical stimulation to either the dACC or subACC (but
not the pregenual ACC (pACC), the portion of the ACC anterior to
the genu of the corpus callosum; Vogt, 2005) results in cortisol
increases (Frankel et al., 1978; Setekleiv et al., 1961) and thus
implicates these regions in stress-related physiological responding
as well. Moreover, the ACC may be particularly important for the
stress-protective effects of social support as this region is activated
in response to maternal–infant separation in non-human mammals
(Kirzinger and Jurgens, 1982; MacLean and Newman, 1988;
Smith, 1945) and thus greater activity in this region may signify an
absence of supportive others.
The second point at which social support may reduce
physiological stress reactivity is after an event has been appraised
as stressful but prior to the onset of prolonged physiological stress
responses. Thus, individuals with greater social support may be
better able to cope with or regulate negative stressful experiences,
leading to reduced physiological stress responses through reappraisal or regulatory processes. To the extent that social support is
important for regulating negative responses to stressors, social
support may relate to increased activity in regions that are typically
involved in regulating negative affect, such as ventrolateral and
medial prefrontal cortex (VLPFC; MPFC; Ochsner and Gross, 2005).
VLPFC has been shown to play a role in regulating the distress
of physical pain and negative affect (Hariri et al., 2000; Lieberman
et al., 2004; Lieberman, et al., in press; Ochsner et al., 2004;
Petrovic and Ingvar, 2002). MPFC appears to play a similar role,
showing greater activation when individuals regulate, reappraise,
or suppress negative emotional states (Phan et al., 2005; Urry et al.,
2006). In addition, some have suggested that the ACC may also
play a role in emotion regulatory processes (Ochsner et al., 2002;
Phillips et al., 2003). Several of these studies seem to implicate the
pACC as involved in regulatory processes (Das et al., 2005; Most
et al., 2006), although some implicate regions of the dACC
(Ochsner et al., 2002) and subACC (Kim et al., 2003; Phelps et al.,
2004) as well. Thus, to the extent that social support relates to

reduced physiological stress reactivity through enhanced regulatory capacity, social support should recruit greater activity in
regions of the VLFPC, MPFC, and possibly ACC.
To investigate the types of neural processes that underlie the
stress-protective effects of social support, we investigated how
daily levels of social support related to both neurocognitive and
cortisol reactivity to a social stressor. To assess daily levels of
social support, participants completed a signal-contingent daily
experience-sampling task, in which they were loaned a PalmPilot
device and, for 10 days, were signaled at random times during the
day to report on the degree to which their most recent interaction
partner was someone they perceived to be generally supportive. To
assess neural reactivity to social rejection, participants completed
the Cyberball task within the fMRI scanner (Eisenberger et al.,
2003), a virtual ball-tossing game in which participants were
excluded partway through the game. To assess cortisol reactivity to
a social stressor, all participants completed the Trier Social Stress
Task (TSST; Kirschbaum et al., 1993), a task that requires
participants to deliver an impromptu speech and perform mental
arithmetic aloud in front of a non-responsive, rejecting panel, and,
in a meta-analysis, has been shown to reliably elicit cortisol
responses (Dickerson and Kemeny, 2004).1
We hypothesized that greater daily social support would be
associated with reduced cortisol responses to the TSST, consistent
with the notion that social support reduces physiological stress
reactivity. We then examined the neural processes related to this
social support-cortisol relationship. To the extent that social
support relates to attenuated cortisol reactivity through reduced
emotional reactivity to stressors, we expected that greater social
support and the associated reductions in cortisol responses would
be related to reduced activity in limbic regions such as the
amygdala, insula, and ACC during social exclusion. Conversely, to
the extent that social support relates to attenuated cortisol reactivity
through enhanced emotion regulatory processes, we expected that
greater social support and the associated reductions in cortisol
responses would be related to greater activity in PFC regions
involved in regulation, such as VLPFC and MPFC, and possibly
regions of the ACC during social exclusion. Last, based on a large
body of knowledge relating the hypothalamus to cortisol
responses, we also examined the relationships between hypothalamic activity and both social support and cortisol reactivity.
Materials and methods
Participants
Prospective participants responded to an ad posted around the
UCLA campus, offering $60 in return for participating in the stress
challenge component of the study (the TSST). Prospective
participants completed a structured phone interview in which they
were asked questions about their mental and physical health (e.g.,
1

Although it would have been ideal to assess cortisol and neural
responses simultaneously, the paradigm needed to produce cortisol
responses was not easily amenable to the fMRI scanner. Previous research
has demonstrated that the social-evaluative component of the TSST, the
possibility that one could be evaluated and rejected, is critical for cortisol
responses (Dickerson and Kemeny, 2004). Because of the difficulty in
recreating an evaluative panel within the fMRI scanner, the Cyberball task,
which has been shown to elicit feelings of rejection and is amenable to the
fMRI scanner (Eisenberger et al., 2003), was used instead.
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whether a mental health professional had ever diagnosed them with
an emotional disorder, whether they were seeing a mental health
counselor for any disorder, whether they were currently taking any
medications). Prospective participants were excluded if they had
serious mental or physical health problems, used medications
affecting cardiovascular or endocrine function, received current
treatment from a mental health professional, used mental healthrelated medications (e.g., Prozac), or were pregnant or breastfeeding. One hundred twenty five participants (54 males and 71
females) completed the stress challenge component of the study. All
were affiliated with UCLA as students, employees, or both.
Participants ranged in age from 18 to 36, with a mean age of
21.3 years. The sample was 31.9% European-American, 32.6%
Asian American, 10.4% Hispanic/Latino, 3.7% African American,
6.7% Middle Eastern, 6.5% “mixed” or other, and 8.1% unspecified,
a pattern that reflects the composition of the UCLA community.
Participants from this larger stress challenge study, who
indicated that they were willing to be re-contacted, were then
emailed to see if they were interested in completing additional
studies. Of those who completed the stress challenge component,
thirty-two participants (19 women), aged 18–36 (mean = 20.59,
SD = 3.17; Male: mean = 21.54, SD = 4.65; Female: mean = 19.95,
SD = 1.35), participated in both the daily-experience sampling
component and the fMRI component for an additional $60. These
individuals met the following fMRI-related inclusion criteria: they
were right-handed, not claustrophobic, and had no metal in their
bodies (dental fillings were allowed) or other conditions that
prevented them from being scanned (e.g., pacemaker). The ethnic
breakdown was similar to that of the larger sample (28.1%
European-American, 40.6% Asian American, 15.6% Hispanic/
Latino, 6.3% African American, and 9.4% other). All experimental
procedures were approved by the UCLA Human Subjects
Protection Committee.

Participants were informed that they could turn the volume off
on the PalmPilot when they couldn’t be disturbed, such as while
driving, during class, or in important meetings. Additionally, the
PalmPilot was set so that it would signal participants only during
hours when they reported they would typically be awake. Because
participants were told that they could turn off the volume on the
PalmPilot when they could not be disturbed, participants were
signaled more frequently to ensure that enough assessments were
collected when the PalmPilot’s volume was on. In order to obtain
approximately four daily assessments, the PalmPilots were set to
go off at eight different times during the day (regardless of when
the volume was on or off). Similar techniques have been validated
and used widely (Reis and Gable, 2002).
To assess general feelings of social support, participants were
asked to rate, on a 7-point scale, the extent to which their most
recent interaction partner was someone that they perceived to be
generally “not close to me (1) or close to me (7),” “threatening (1)
or comforting (7),” or “unsupportive (1) or supportive (7).” Note
that this was not a measure of how supportive the interaction
partner was in this most recent interaction, but rather how
supportive the interaction partner is typically. A measure of daily
social support was generated by calculating average levels of
closeness, comfort, and support for each subject across the 10-day
period. The reliability of this measure was strong (α = 0.78).
Participants responded to an average of 4 (SD = 1.22) signals
per day. Of these 4 signals, participants reported that they could not
complete approximately one of the signals (M = 0.7, SD = 0.76) and
that they had had no new interaction on approximately 1 signal
(M = 0.7, SD = 0.69). On average, they completed approximately
2.5 assessments of social support per day (SD = 1.21). Neither
overall compliance (responding to the PalmPilot device) nor the
number of social support ratings made per day was significantly
associated with self-reported levels of social support (p’s > 0.4).

Procedure

Cyberball methodology
Participants completed the Cyberball task (Williams et al.,
2000) in the fMRI scanner approximately 1 week following the
daily experience-sampling task (none of the these participants had
been in the previous Cyberball study; Eisenberger et al., 2003).
fMRI scans were acquired while participants played a virtual balltossing game, supposedly with two other individuals; in reality,
participants played with a preset computer program. Each game
began with a still picture of the two virtual players in the upper
corners of the screen and a hand, representing the participant, in the
lower-center portion of the screen. The participant’s name was
displayed below the hand while two other names were displayed
below each of the two virtual players’ animated cartoon
representations. After 9 s, the cartoon player in the upper lefthand corner started the game by throwing the ball to either the
other cartoon player or the participant. The participant could return
the ball to one of the players by pressing one of two keys. The
Cyberball program was set for 60 throws per game, with the
computer players waiting 0.5–3.0 s (determined randomly) before
making a throw to heighten the sense that the participant was
actually playing with other individuals.
Participants completed two rounds of the Cyberball game. In
the first scan (inclusion), participants played with the two other
players for the entire duration of the game (approximately 140 s),
with each virtual player throwing the ball to the participant on
approximately 50% of the throws. In the second scan (exclusion),
participants only received the ball for a total of seven throws

Daily experience-sampling methodology
To assess social support during daily social interactions,
participants were loaned a PalmPilot device running the Experience Sampling Program (Barrett and Barrett, 2001), which
administered the relevant questions. Over the course of a 10-day
period, participants were randomly signaled at different times
during the day to answer questions on a PalmPilot regarding the
supportiveness of their most recent social interaction partner.2
Participants were given a limited amount of time to respond to
each signal, and if they did not respond during that time, the
PalmPilot turned off. If participants responded to a signal within
the time window, they were first asked whether they were able to
complete an interaction entry; if the participant answered no, the
PalmPilot turned off. If they answered yes, they were then asked if
they had had a new interaction since the last signal. If the
participant answered no, the questionnaire ended; if the participant
answered yes, the participant completed the questionnaire and
could not return to previously-answered questions. Again, if
participants did not respond to a question item within a certain time
window, the PalmPilot turned off, preventing participants from
returning to a questionnaire at a later point in time.
2
Social interactions were defined as any interaction with one or more
individuals that lasted for 5 min or longer, but not including email or webbased interactions.
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fMRI methodology
Data were acquired on a Siemens Allegra 3T head-only scanner.
High-resolution structural T2-weighted echo-planar images (spinecho; TR = 5000 ms; TE = 33 ms; matrix size 128 × 128; 36 axial
slices; FOV = 20 cm; 3 mm thick, skip 1 mm) were acquired
coplanar with the functional scans. Prior to completing the
Cyberball task, participants completed two other tasks in the fMRI
scanner that are not relevant to the present investigation and are
thus reported elsewhere. During the Cyberball task, two functional
scans, each lasting 2 min and 30 s, were acquired (echo planar
T2*-weighted gradient-echo, TR = 3000 ms, TE = 25 ms, flip
angle = 90°, matrix size 64× 64, 36 axial slices, FOV= 20-cm; 3-mm
thick, skip 1-mm). Participants viewed stimuli through goggles
connected to a computer.
The imaging data were analyzed using SPM’99 [Wellcome
Department of Cognitive Neurology, Institute of Neurology,
London, UK]. Images for each subject were realigned to correct
for head motion, normalized into a standard stereotactic space, and
smoothed with an 8 mm Gaussian kernel, full width at half
maximum, to increase signal-to-noise ratio. The design was
modeled using a boxcar function convolved with a canonical
hemodynamic response function. For each participant, periods of
inclusion and exclusion were modeled as epochs based on the
length of that participant’s inclusion and exclusion episodes, which
were individually timed (these varied slightly between participants
due to the random delay assigned to the virtual players when
throwing the ball). Thus, neural activity during the inclusion and
exclusion episodes was an average of the sustained neural activity
that occurred during each of those episodes (punctate neural
responses to the moment of exclusion could not be assessed with
this block design).
After the task was modeled for each participant, planned
comparisons were computed as linear contrasts to investigate neural
activity during the exclusion compared to the inclusion episode.
Random effects analyses of the group were computed using the
contrast images generated for each participant. The correction for
multiple comparisons was carried out using an uncorrected p-value
of 0.005 combined with a cluster size threshold of 10 voxels
(Forman et al., 1995), a threshold that we have used regularly in
previous investigations (Eisenberger et al., 2003; Eisenberger et al.,
in press; Lieberman et al., 2005; Lieberman et al., in press). All
coordinates are reported in Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI)
coordinate space. Two participants were excluded from the
neuroimaging analyses: one due to excessive motion and one due
to prior experience with the Cyberball task.

Cortisol assessment to a social stressor
To assess cortisol reactivity to a social stressor, all participants
completed the TSST (Kirschbaum et al., 1993) prior to the daily
experience-sampling and neuroimaging tasks. Participants were
scheduled for an experimental session in the afternoon (1–3PM or
3–5PM) to control for diurnal variations in neuroendocrine
parameters and because afternoon sessions have been associated
with greater cortisol increases (Dickerson and Kemeny, 2004).
Participants were told that they would be giving a 5-min
speech, in which they would introduce themselves and then
describe “why I would be an ideal administrative assistant.” They
were told that they would be evaluated by a panel of their peers and
that their speech would be videotaped so that it could be evaluated
by a panel of experts as well. They were also told that following
the speech task, they would be completing an arithmetic task for
5 min.
After receiving the standardized instructions, participants were
given 5 min to prepare their speeches and then 5 min to present
their speeches. Speeches were given to a panel of two nonresponsive student evaluators (both female confederates) and
participants were videotaped. After completing the 5-min speech
task, participants completed the mental arithmetic task, in which
they were asked to count backwards from 2083 by 13 s in front of
the panel as well. Participants were told that if they made any
mistakes, they would have to start over again from the beginning.
The mental arithmetic task lasted for 5 min and participants were
asked to go more quickly at 1-min intervals.
Cortisol levels were assessed at baseline (10 min after entering
the laboratory), which was approximately 40 min before the stress
task, and again at approximately 20 min after the initiation of the
stress tasks, in accordance with when cortisol shows peak increases
following a stressor (Dickerson and Kemeny, 2004). After
providing the baseline cortisol sample, participants responded to
a brief set of interview questions about their home life, friendships,
romantic relationships, work and hobbies, material that is part of a
separate study and is thus not part of the present analyses. After
this, participants were familiarized with the laboratory procedures
(e.g., stress task instructions) and then began the stress challenge
portion of the study. Each time cortisol was assessed, participants
rolled a sterile cotton swab in their mouth for 1 min and 45 s and
then placed the swab in a Salivette® salivary collection tube
(Sarstedt, Inc., North Carolina). Saliva samples were immediately
placed on ice and transferred within the next few minutes to a
freezer. In addition, heart rate and blood pressure were assessed at
2-min intervals throughout the course of the study. The results of
these analyses will be detailed in a separate report.
To calculate cortisol reactivity, cortisol measures were first logtransformed to correct for non-normality, and a measure of
percentage increase was calculated by subtracting baseline logtransformed cortisol from post-task log-transformed cortisol and
dividing this difference by the log-transformed baseline measure.
In addition, because men showed a significantly greater percentage
increase in cortisol than women to this task (t(28) = 2.38, p < 0.05),
gender was covaried out of the cortisol reactivity measure.4

3
Although it would have been ideal to counterbalance the order of the
inclusion and exclusion scans across participants, having the exclusion scan
come before the inclusion scan would likely change the meaning of the
inclusion scan for participants. Thus, participants who were first excluded
might subsequently worry about being excluded again or anticipate that
another exclusion episode is possible.

4
Females taking oral contraceptives were not excluded from participating
in this study. Five of the eighteen females in this study were taking oral
contraceptives; however, there were no cortisol-related or social supportrelated differences between those taking and those not taking oral
contraceptives.

(lasting approximately 50 s) and were then excluded for the rest of
the scan when the two players stopped throwing the ball to the
participant (60–90 s)3. Immediately following the scanning
session, participants completed a measure of self-reported social
distress (Williams et al., 2000), which assessed participants’
feelings of self-esteem (e.g., “I felt liked.”), belongingness (e.g., “I
felt rejected.”), meaningfulness (e.g., “I felt invisible.”), and
control (e.g., “I felt powerful.”).
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Salivary cortisol assay procedures
Saliva samples were shipped for overnight delivery on dry ice
to the Behavioral Endocrinology Laboratory at Pennsylvania State
University where the cortisol assays were conducted. Salivary
cortisol levels were determined from a 25-μl sample, which was
assayed in duplicate by radioimmunoassay using the HS-cortisol
High Sensitivity Salivary Cortisol Enzyme Immunoassay Kit
(Salimetrics LLC, State College, PA). The HS-Cortisol Assay
allows for robust results when the saliva samples have a pH within
the range of 3.5–9.0. All samples were within this pH range. Due
to errors in the assay procedures, cortisol levels were not provided
for two of the thirty participants.
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10-voxel extent threshold), and relevant activations were examined
to see if they correlated with social support at a standard statistical
threshold (p < 0.05). Any regions that survived these analyses, were
then examined to see if they mediated the relationship between
social support and cortisol reactivity using standard mediational
procedures (MacKinnon et al., 2002). In addition, based on
previous research showing that women evidence greater cortisol
responses to social stressors than men (Stroud et al., 2002), we also
examined gender differences in all of the reported analyses.
Results
Self-report and cortisol responses to the TSST

Self-reported responses to the TSST
Following the completion of the TSST, participants completed
several self-report measures that assessed levels of perceived
stress. Participants rated the degree to which they felt 16 specific
emotions (e.g., “afraid,” “angry,” “anxious,” “contemptuous”)
during the TSST on a scale ranging from 0—“did not feel even the
slightest bit” to 8—“most you have ever felt in your life.” A
general measure of negative affect was then computed by taking
the average of all of the negative items and the reverse-coded
positive items. This scale demonstrated strong reliability (α = 0.80).
We also created a measure of anxiety/irritability, as a more stressspecific measure of affect, by averaging scores on the relevant
items (“anxious,” “nervous,” “frustrated,” “irritable”). This subscale also demonstrated strong reliability (α = 0.83).
Participants were also asked to estimate their heart rates during
the speech and arithmetic tasks (these ratings were made after the
completion of these tasks). Participants were told what their lowest
resting heart rate was at the beginning of the study (prior to the
stress challenge component). They were then asked to give their
“best guess” of their actual heart rate during the speech task as well
as their “best guess” of their actual heart rate during the math task.
Heart rate estimates from the speech and math tasks were averaged
together and percentage increase scores were computed by
subtracting baseline values from this average estimate and dividing
this difference by the baseline value.
Analytic strategy
To assess the relationship between daily social support and
cortisol reactivity to a social stressor, simple correlations were
computed. To identify candidate neural regions that might mediate
the relationship between daily levels of social support and cortisol
reactivity to a social stressor, two procedures were employed. First,
we used whole-brain analyses to identify neural regions that
correlated with daily levels of social support. Thus, measures of
social support were entered as regressors into a random effects
group analysis, comparing neural activity during the exclusion,
relative to the inclusion, episode (p < 0.005, 10-voxel extent
threshold). We then extracted parameter estimates (i.e., betas)
from the maximally active voxel in these regions and examined
whether this activity correlated with cortisol reactivity at a standard
statistical threshold (p < 0.05). The conjunctive probability of these
two events (i.e., a cluster being significant in both of these
analyses) is p < 0.00025 (i.e., 0.005 × 0.05), uncorrected for multiple comparisons, and is thus more conservative than the p < 0.001,
uncorrected threshold that is commonly used in fMRI studies.
Second, we repeated this analysis in the reverse direction. Thus,
measures of cortisol reactivity were entered as regressors into a
whole-brain analysis comparing exclusion to inclusion (p < 0.005,

Self-reported responses to the TSST
On average, participants reported feeling stressed by the TSST.
Participants reported feeling a significant level of general negative
affect in response to the TSST (M = 3.48, SD = 0.98 on a scale
ranging from 0 — “did not feel even the slightest bit” to 8—“most
you have ever felt in your life;” t(31) = 20.06, p < 0.001 when
comparing mean scores with zero, as affect measures were not
assessed prior to the TSST). With regard to the more specific
measure of anxiety and irritability (“anxious,” “nervous,” “irritable,” “frustrated), participants also reported feeling a significant
amount of anxiety and irritability following the TSST (M = 4.33,
SD = 1.67; t(31) = 14.63, p < 0.001 when comparing mean scores
with zero). In addition, participants reported that they perceived
that their heart rate increased by approximately 52% (SD = 0.36) in
response to the TSST. This self-reported increase in heart rate
symptoms was significantly greater than zero (t(31) = 8.17,
p < 0.001). These results indicate that participants found the TSST
subjectively distressing.
Cortisol responses to the TSST
A repeated-measures analysis indicated that participants
showed a significant increase in cortisol levels from baseline
(M = 0.23 μg/dl, SD = 0.17) to post-task assessments (M = 0.30 μg/dl,
SD = 0.19; F(1,28) = 5.57, p < 0.05). This effect remained the same
after log-transforming the cortisol values to correct for nonnormality (F(1,28) = 6.44, p < 0.05). However, there was a significant gender by time interaction in cortisol reactivity to the TSST
(F(1,28) = 7.93, p < 0.01), such that men showed a significantly
greater increase in cortisol responses than females. In addition,
females showed marginally higher baseline cortisol levels than
males (t(29) = − 1.71, p = 0.10).
As noted earlier, because cortisol responses differed significantly by gender, gender was covaried out of the final cortisol
reactivity measure. In addition, because cortisol responses were not
normally distributed, baseline and post-task cortisol measures were
first log-transformed before computing percentage increase scores.
Percentage increase scores were created by subtracting baseline
from post-task cortisol measures and then dividing this difference
by the baseline measure. Finally, there were no significant
correlations between this measure of percentage increase in
cortisol and self-reported responses to the TSST (negative affect,
anxiety/irritability, perceived heart rate increase; all p’s > 0.16).
Social support and cortisol
Individuals who interacted with more supportive individuals on
a daily basis showed significantly lower cortisol responses during
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Fig. 1. Scatterplot showing the relationship between daily social support and
cortisol reactivity (percentage increase in log-transformed cortisol levels
(peak minus baseline cortisol levels, divided by baseline levels), controlling
for gender) during the Trier Social Stress Task. Each point represents the
data from a single participant.

the laboratory stress task (r = − 0.44, p < 0.05; Fig. 1). These
findings extend previous research, which has examined social
support’s modulation of cortisol reactivity (Kirschbaum et al.,
1995), by showing that social support is associated with reduced
cortisol reactivity to a social stressor without supportive others
being physically present. There were no significant gender
differences in the amount of daily social support that participants
reported (t(29) = 0.08, ns) or in the relationship between daily
social support and cortisol reactivity (p > 0.25).

social distress in the previous study (30, 34, − 4); however both of
these regions fell within a functionally similar neural region (BA
47), which has been shown to be involved in inhibitory control and
affect regulation (Aron et al., 2004; Lieberman et al., in press;
Ochsner et al., 2004). Interestingly, greater activity in the vicinity
of the hypothalamus was also associated with greater selfreported social distress (10, −4, − 4, t = 4.18, r = 0.62, p < 0.005),
a finding that was not previously observed. Similar to our
previous results, there were no significant correlations between
self-reported social distress and either amygdala, subACC, or
insula activity in the present sample. In addition, there were no
gender differences in the magnitude of dACC or RVPFC
responses to exclusion vs. inclusion or in the relationships
between self-reported social distress and either dACC or RVPFC
activation.
Social support, cortisol, and neural activity
In order to examine which neural regions correlated with both
social support and cortisol responses, two procedures were
employed. First, measures of daily social support were entered as
regressors into whole-brain analyses, comparing neural activity
during exclusion vs. inclusion (p < 0.005, 10 voxels), and then
significant activations were examined to see if they correlated with

Table 1
Regions correlated with social support or cortisol responses in whole brain
analyses
Region

Neural responses to the Cyberball task
To examine whether neural responses to the Cyberball task
replicated our previous findings (Eisenberger et al., 2003), we
examined both main effect and correlational analyses. Specifically,
we examined: a) whether participants showed greater activity in the
dACC and right ventral PFC (RVPFC) during exclusion compared
to inclusion and b) whether activity in these neural regions
correlated with self-reports of social distress in response to the
exclusion episode. Although we did not find main effects of dACC
or RVPFC activity during exclusion relative to inclusion5, we did
find significant relationships between social distress and these
neural regions.
Replicating our previous results, greater activity in several
regions of the dACC (during exclusion vs. inclusion) was associated
with greater self-reported social distress in response to the exclusion
episode (dACC1: 6, 36, 32, t = 4.43, r = 0.64, p < 0.005; dACC2:
− 10, 38, 24, t = 4.00, r = 0.60, p < 0.005; dACC3: − 8, 30, 38, t = 3.88,
r = 0.59, p < 0.005; dACC4: 10, 26, 18, t = 3.82, r = 0.59, p < 0.005;
dACC5: − 6, 12, 32, t = 3.06, r = 0.50, p < 0.005). One of these dACC
activations (dACC3) was similar to an activation that correlated with
social distress in the previous study (−4, 30, 46). Also consistent
with previous results, greater RVPFC activity (during exclusion vs.
inclusion) was associated with lower self-reported social distress
(42, 46, − 4, t = 2.42, r = − 0.52, p < 0.005). This region of RVPFC
was more lateral than the region of RVPFC that correlated with

5
The present study differed from the previous one (Eisenberger et al.,
2003) in multiple ways that may have led to the lack of main effects. These
differences are addressed in the Discussion.

MNI coordinates

Cluster size (k) a

t-stat

r

(a) Regions negatively correlated with social support
dACC
14
30
38
13
BA 8
−22
38
40
59
Thalamus
16 − 24
2
108
Caudate
−14
22
−2
27
BA 20
50 − 20 − 24
20
PAG
−4 − 32
−4
26

3.25
3.37
3.38
3.58
3.26
3.57

− 0.52
− 0.54
− 0.54
− 0.56
− 0.52
− 0.56

(b) Regions positively correlated with cortisol responses
BA 8
−22
40
42
82
BA 8
−42
26
40
404
SMA
−12
32
56
109
DMPFC (BA 8)
−10
50
44
16
Hippocampus
18 − 18 − 12
48
Posterior cingulate
−2 − 24
34
58
PPC
−40 − 58
58
83
PPC
48 − 52
54
101
VLFPC
−38
24 − 22
40
BA 10
−30
56
2
10
BA 20
−50 − 16 − 28
17
BA 20
−58 − 28 − 16
12

3.55
4.56
3.21
3.37
3.71
3.77
3.83
3.46
3.40
3.11
3.21
3.02

0.57
0.67
0.53
0.55
0.59
0.59
0.60
0.56
0.55
0.51
0.52
0.50

Regions negatively correlated with cortisol responses
VPFC
26
34 − 12
21

3.71

− 0.59

(a) Regions correlated with social support during exclusion compared to
inclusion. (b) Regions correlated with cortisol responses during exclusion
compared to inclusion. Abbreviations: dACC (dorsal anterior cingulate
cortex); PAG (periaqueductal gray); BA (Brodmann's area); SMA
(supplementary motor area); DMPFC (dorsomedial prefrontal cortex);
PPC (posterior parietal cortex); VLPFC (ventrolateral prefrontal cortex);
VPFC (ventral prefrontal cortex).
a
Cluster size (k) refers to the number of voxels in each activated cluster.
The size of each voxel is 3.125 × 3.125 × 3 mm3.
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Fig. 2. Regions of the dACC and BA 8 that correlate with social distress, social support, and cortisol responses. Yellow activations indicate regions that correlate
positively with social distress; green activations indicate regions that correlate negatively with social support; red activations indicate regions that correlate
positively with cortisol responses.

cortisol responses at a standard statistical threshold (p < 0.05).
Social support did not correlate positively with any neural activity;
however, higher levels of social support were associated with less
neural activity across several regions (Table 1a). Of these regions,
the only regions where activity also correlated significantly with
cortisol reactivity at a standard statistical threshold (p < 0.05) were
the dACC and a region of Brodmann’s area (BA) 8 in the dorsal
superior frontal gyrus.
Increased activity in the dACC (MNI coordinates: 14, 30, 38),
a neural region previously shown to be involved in the distress of
social rejection (Eisenberger et al., 2003), was associated with
both lower levels of daily social support (r = − 0.52, p < 0.005) and
increased cortisol reactivity to a social stressor (r = 0.40, p < 0.05;
see Figs. 2 and 3A). This region of the dACC also correlated
marginally with self-reported social distress (r = 0.32, p = 0.09),
such that greater activity in this region was associated with
greater self-reported social distress in response to the Cyberball
game. Additionally, this cluster of dACC activity overlapped with
the region of the dACC that correlated most strongly with selfreported social distress during the Cyberball task (6, 36, 32;
r = 0.64, p < 0.001; see Fig. 2). Likewise, increased activity in BA
8 (− 22, 38, 40), a region whose activity has been associated with
maternal separation and increased cortisol responses in juvenile
rhesus monkeys (Rilling et al., 2001), was associated with both
lower levels of social support (r = − 0.54, p < 0.005) and increased
cortisol reactivity to a social stressor (r = 0.55, p < 0.005; see Figs.
2 and 3B). This region, however, did not correlate significantly
with self-reported social distress. Finally, there were no gender
differences in the magnitude of the correlations between dACC or
BA 8 activity and either social support, cortisol responses, or
self-reported social distress (all p’s > 0.19).
Next, we examined which neural regions correlated with
cortisol reactivity in whole-brain analyses and then examined
which of these activations correlated with social support at a
standard statistical threshold. Cortisol reactivity correlated
significantly with neural activity across several regions (Table
1b). Of these regions, the only one that also correlated
significantly with social support was BA 8 (− 22, 40, 42),
similar to the activation reported previously (− 22, 38, 40).
Activity in BA 8 correlated positively with cortisol reactivity
(BA 8: t = 3.55, r = 0.57, p < 0.005) and negatively with social

support6 (BA 8: r = − 0.45, p < 0.05). Activity in this region,
however, did not correlate significantly with self-reported social
distress (r = 0.22, ns). Again, there were no gender differences in the
magnitude of the correlations between BA 8 activity and either
social support, cortisol responses, or self-reported social distress (all
p’s > 0.25).
It should be noted that in whole-brain analyses that correct for
the total number of resolution elements, correlations between
neural activity and either social support or cortisol responses were
not significant at p < 0.05, corrected. However, in ROI analyses,
focused on the strongest dACC activation that correlated with
social distress (6, 36, 32), we found significant correlations
between dACC activity (12, 32, 38) and both social support
(t = 3.05, r = − 0.50, p = 0.04) and cortisol responses (t = 2.99,
r = 0.51, p = 0.04) at p < 0.05, FDR-corrected. Because we did not
have a previously determined ROI in BA 8, we could not examine
the activity in this neural region in the same way.
Based on the original analyses showing that activity in both
dACC and BA8 correlated with social support and cortisol
responses, we examined whether activity in these regions mediated
the relationship between social support and cortisol responses.
Although these correlational assessments do not allow for causal
inferences, we can still examine whether these data are consistent
with a mediational account. We found that activity in the dACC
(14, 30, 38) and both regions of BA 8 (−22, 38, 40; − 22, 40, 42)
were significant mediators of the relationship between social
support and cortisol responses (distribution of products test
(MacKinnon et al., 2002): dACC, ZαZβ = 3.50, p < 0.05; BA 8
6
Although the activation in BA 8 that correlated positively with cortisol
reactivity is similar to that seen in previous work in rhesus monkeys
(Rilling et al., 2001), the activation in the present study was left-sided,
whereas, in rhesus monkeys, the activation that correlated positively with
cortisol responses to maternal separation was right-sided. Because cortisolrelated neural activity has not been examined extensively in humans, it is
not clear if this is a species-related difference. To examine this more closely,
we extracted parameter estimates from the same BA 8 activation on the
right side (22,40,42). Although these two activations were strongly
correlated (r = 0.59, p<0.005), the right-sided BA 8 activation did not
correlate significantly with social support or cortisol responses (p’s>0.15).
Future research will be needed to determine if this difference in right or left
BA 8 activity is meaningful.
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support (10, 0,− 6; t = 2.28, r = − 0.40, p < 0.05). Of the hypothalamic
activations that correlated with cortisol reactivity, neither was
significantly correlated with social support. Similarly, the hypothalamic activation that correlated with social support was not
significantly correlated with cortisol responses. Thus, the hypothalamus did not appear to be a direct mediator of the social supportcortisol relationship in the present study. Lastly, only the
hypothalamic activation that correlated negatively with social
support also correlated positively with social distress (r = 0.41,
p < 0.05).
To examine whether the neural regions that were significant
mediators of the social support−cortisol relationship (dACC, BA 8)
were related to cortisol responses by way of their connections to
the hypothalamus, we examined the relationship between activity
in dACC or BA 8 and activity in the hypothalamus. When
examining the regions of the hypothalamus that correlated with
cortisol responses, we found that activity in one of the
hypothalamic regions (−10, 0, − 12) correlated positively with
activity in both dACC (dACC: 8, 36, 38; r = 0.49, p < 0.01) and BA
8 (BA 8: − 22, 38, 40, r = 0.56, p < 0.005; BA 8: − 22, 40, 42, r =
0.67, p < 0.005). Moreover, the hypothalamus served as a
significant mediator of the relationship between these regions
and cortisol responses (dACC: 8, 36, 38, ZαZβ = 3.67, p < 0.05;
BA 8: − 22, 38, 40, ZαZβ = 2.43, p < 0.05; BA 8: − 22, 40, 42,
ZαZβ = 9.77, p < 0.01), suggesting that dACC and BA 8 activity may
relate to cortisol responses by modulating hypothalamic activity,
based on the presence or absence of social support. Again, due to the
correlational nature of these findings, all suggestions of directionality are speculative.

Discussion

Fig. 3. (A) Scatterplot showing dACC activity (14, 30, 38) for individuals
who are both low in daily social support and high in cortisol reactivity to the
TSST (left column) and for individuals who are both high in daily social
support and low in cortisol reactivity to the TSST (right column). (B)
Scatterplot showing BA 8 activity (−22, 38, 40) for individuals who are both
low in daily social support and high in cortisol reactivity to the TSST (left
column) and for individuals who are both high in daily social support and
low in cortisol reactivity to the TSST (right column). Each point represents
the data from a single participant.

(− 22, 38, 40), ZαZβ = 7.66, p < 0.01; BA 8 (− 22, 40, 42),
ZαZβ = 6.78, p < 0.01), suggesting the possibility that social support
may be associated with attenuated neuroendocrine stress reactivity,
in part, by lessening the reactivity of these neural regions. Because
all of these relationships are correlational, any suggestions of
directionality remain speculative, however.
Based on extensive research relating the hypothalamus to cortisol
responses, we also examined the relationships between hypothalamic activity and both social support and cortisol reactivity. In
whole-brain analyses, the hypothalamus was not significantly
correlated with cortisol responses or with social support. However,
using a small-volume correction (SVC; in a box centered on the
hypothalamus at 0, 0, −8 with dimensions 20 × 10 × 8 mm), two
regions in the vicinity of the hypothalamus correlated positively with
cortisol reactivity (hypothalamus1: 6, 0, − 8; t = 1.98, r = 0.36,
p < 0.05, corrected; hypothalamus2: − 10, 0, − 12; t = 2.29, r = 0.41,
p < 0.05, corrected), and one region correlated negatively with social

The present study investigated the neural correlates underlying
the stress-protective effects of social support by examining how
neural activity to a social stressor related to both daily levels of social
support and cortisol responses to a social stressor. In summary, only
two regions of the brain were significantly correlated with both daily
levels of social support and cortisol reactivity and are thus strong
candidates to play a role in the stress-protective effects of social
support in the present study. Individuals who reported interacting
with close and supportive individuals on a daily basis showed less
dACC and BA 8 activity during a social rejection task and this
reduced activity was associated with reduced cortisol reactivity
during a social stress task. Moreover, individual differences in
dACC and BA 8 activity mediated the relationship between social
support and cortisol reactivity, suggesting that social support may
relate to reduced stress reactivity by modulating long-term reactivity
to social threat in these neural regions, which may then contribute to
attenuated stress responses. Finally, the hypothalamus mediated the
relationship between dACC and BA 8 activity and cortisol
responses, potentially linking dACC and BA 8 activity to the
activation of the HPA axis.
Implications for understanding the effects of social support on
health
These findings may help clarify how social support contributes
to health. Although numerous studies have shown that social
support benefits health and reduces physiological reactivity to
stressors, it has remained unclear as to how social relationships
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exert this influence. Previous theoretical work has suggested that
one way that social support may reduce stress reactivity is by
strengthening an individual’s abilities to actively cope with and
regulate stressful experiences. If this was the case, we might have
seen increased activity in regions involved in effortful, controlled
processing or in regulating negative affect (typically associated
with lateral and medial prefrontal cortical activity; Ochsner and
Gross, 2005) among those with greater levels of social support.
However, this is not what was observed. No region of the brain was
more active to the extent that individuals were more supported.
Rather, social support was associated with attenuated activity in
regions that have previously been associated with distressing
experience. Thus, social support may alter basic sensitivities to
socially threatening situations (i.e. being rejected) such that those
experiences are no longer perceived to be as threatening. Although it
is not yet clear how social support contributes to the desensitization
of these neural regions, there are multiple possibilities.
With regard to the dACC, it is possible that social support
desensitizes this region through opioid-related processes. The ACC
has one of the highest density of opioid-receptors in the central
nervous system (Schlaepfer et al., 1998; Vogt et al., 1995) and
endogenous opioids, which are released upon social contact, can
have both analgesic and stress-reducing effects (Panksepp, 1998).
Thus, social support may desensitize the dACC over time through
the regular release of opioids, attenuating the stress responses that
might be triggered by the dACC.
Another possibility, suggested by the animal literature, is that the
presence of supportive others, over time, can lead to changes in
dendritic fiber systems in specific neural regions. For example,
maternal separation among newborn rodents changes various
neurotransmitter fiber systems in the ACC and MPFC, which can
affect the function of these neural systems (Braun et al., 2000;
Poeggel et al., 1999). Conversely, hearing the sound of the mother’s
voice while separated buffers against these changes (Ziabreva et al.,
2003). Thus, feeling socially connected (or estranged) over a period
of time may change the structural makeup of the neural systems
involved in responding to stressors. Of course, it is still possible that
the physical presence of socially supportive others (which we did
not investigate in the present study) would enhance prefrontal
regulatory activations. Additional research is needed to investigate
this possibility.
It is interesting to note that it was the dACC rather than the
subACC that correlated with self-reported social distress and that
was a mediator of the social support-cortisol relationship in the
present study. This may seem surprising in light of recent reviews
that have suggested that the dACC is primarily involved in
cognitive processes whereas the rostral–ventral region of the ACC,
which includes the subACC and pACC, is primarily involved in
affective processes (Bush et al., 2000; Phillips et al., 2003;
Somerville et al., 2006). However, increasing amounts of data are
pointing to a role for the dACC in affective experience as well, as
evidenced by work showing a relationship between dACC activity
and social pain distress (Eisenberger et al., 2003; Eisenberger et al.,
in press), physical pain distress (Price, 2000; Rainville et al., 1997),
anxiety (Bystritsky et al., 2001; Kimbrell et al., 1999; Nitschke
et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2005), and perceived stress (Wang et al.,
2005). Moreover, numerous studies have shown that lesions to
the dACC through cingulotomy consistently result in reductions
in distressing or anxious affective experience across several
different patient populations (Baer et al., 1995; Ballantine et al.,
1987; Ballantine et al., 1967; Cohen et al., 2001; Dougherty et al.,
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2002; Foltz and White, 1968), whereas the data are less consistent
with regard to how dACC lesions influence cognitive processes,
with studies showing varying results (Cohen et al., 1999; Fellows
and Farah, 2005; Naccache et al., 2005; Ochsner et al., 2001; Turken
and Swick, 1999). It is possible that the cognitive-affective distinction between the dACC and rostral–ventral ACC, respectively, may
need to be revisited based on the accumulation of recent data. In
addition, it will be important to examine how neural regions that
show activity in response to certain affective tasks correlate with
self-reported affective experience as some regions that show activity
during affective tasks may actually be involved in regulating affective responses rather than in producing the affective experience itself
(Das et al., 2005; Eisenberger et al., 2003; Kim et al., 2003).
Limitations and future directions
This study has some potential limitations. First, its correlational
nature and the fact that the variables of interest were assessed at
different time points, makes it impossible to determine the
direction of causality. For example, it is conceivable that people
who are less reactive to stress, neurally and physiologically, also
perceive more support during their daily social interactions.
However, previous research has shown that even after controlling
for dispositional variables that may bias perceptions of social
support, self-reports of social support still predict health-related
outcomes (Cohen, 2004).
A second limitation is that, although physiological and
neurocognitive reactivity were both assessed during a social
stressor involving rejection, the tasks were not identical due to
constraints imposed by the fMRI scanner. Nevertheless, the
neurocognitive and physiological reactivity to the two tasks were
highly correlated, which is consistent with the putative conceptual
similarity of the tasks.
There are also several limitations regarding the use of the
Cyberball social exclusion task in the fMRI scanner. First, as
mentioned previously, the order of the inclusion and exclusion scans
was not counterbalanced across participants. Although it would have
been ideal to counterbalance the order of these scans, we did not do
so due to possible contamination effects; experiencing the exclusion
scan first would likely change the meaning of a subsequent inclusion
scan. Second, because the inclusion and exclusion episodes were
completed in separate scans, differential activity between these
scans could be due to other factors besides feeling excluded, such as
shifts in signal intensity between scans or greater fatigue during the
second scan. However, the fact that we found significant correlations
between neural activity in response to social exclusion (vs.
inclusion) and self-reports of social distress, social support, and
cortisol responses suggest that neither signal intensity changes nor
fatigue are likely explanations for all of the differences between
exclusion and inclusion. Neither changes in signal intensity or
changes in fatigue from one scan to the next are likely to correlate in
meaningful ways with these self-reported psychological variables.
Last, it should be noted that the exclusion paradigm employed a
block design, which only allows us to examine sustained types of
neural activity that are the result of social exclusion and not more
punctate neural responses that may also be occurring in response to
social exclusion. Future studies will be needed to more clearly
ascertain the neural structures that are associated with sustained vs.
momentary responses to social exclusion.
One puzzling feature of the present investigation is that, although
we replicated the previously observed correlations between self-
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reported social distress and neural activity to social exclusion
(Eisenberger et al., 2003), we did not replicate the main effects of
exclusion vs. inclusion in the present study. There are several
possible reasons for this lack of replication, which stem from the
differences between the present study and the previous one.
The previous study, which observed main effects of exclusion
vs. inclusion, recruited participants at random from the student
population, whereas participants in the present study responded to
an initial ad that recruited individuals to participate in a study in
which “psychological and physiological responses will be recorded
as you complete several challenging tasks.” Moreover, participants
in the present study then agreed to come back and participate in
another study (the neuroimaging and daily experience component)
with members of the same research group after having completed
the TSST. Thus, the present study may have inadvertently recruited
a group of participants who were more resilient or less bothered by
challenging tasks, and thus these individuals, as a group, may have
shown less sensitivity to the social exclusion episode. Another
difference between the present study and the previous one is that,
in the previous study, participants completed only the Cyberball
task, whereas in the present study, participants completed two other
tasks in the fMRI scanner prior to the completion of the Cyberball
game. This may have led participants in the present study to have
been more fatigued by the time they played the game, they may
have devoted less attention to the game or taken the game less
seriously, or the game may have seemed less important or central to
the study. Future studies will be needed to determine the
reproducibility of the main effect findings. Nevertheless, the
correlation between subjective social experience and neural activity
to social exclusion did replicate the original findings.
Overall, this study begins to broaden our understanding of how
social support relates to health by showing that individuals who
interact more with close, supportive, and comforting individuals
on a daily basis show reduced neurocognitive and physiological
stress reactivity to a social stressor. This reduction in stress
responses, over time, may result in better health outcomes. Understanding the mechanisms whereby social relationships influence
health unearths new possibilities for improving and maximizing
health outcomes and reaffirms the importance of social relationships for survival.
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